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Abstract
Designed as extremely deep architectures, deep
residual networks which provide a rich visual
representation and offer robust convergence be-
haviors have recently achieved exceptional per-
formance in numerous computer vision prob-
lems. Being directly applied to a scene label-
ing problem, however, they were limited to cap-
ture long-range contextual dependence, which
is a critical aspect. To address this issue, we
propose a novel approach, Contextual Recur-
rent Residual Networks (CRRN) which is able
to simultaneously handle rich visual representa-
tion learning and long-range context modeling
within a fully end-to-end deep network. Further-
more, our proposed end-to-end CRRN is com-
pletely trained from scratch, without using any
pre-trained models in contrast to most existing
methods usually fine-tuned from the state-of-the-
art pre-trained models, e.g. VGG-16, ResNet,
etc. The experiments are conducted on four
challenging scene labeling datasets, i.e. Sift-
Flow, CamVid, Stanford background and SUN
datasets, and compared against various state-of-
the-art scene labeling methods.
1. Introduction
Scene labeling has played an important role in many ap-
plications in computer vision and machine learning. This
problem is known as semantic segmentation and refers to
associating one class to each pixel in a scene image. To
address this issue, a large body of researches have recently
proposed different approaches mainly focusing on contex-
tual information via recurrent neural network (Shuai et al.,
2015; Fan et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014; Shotton et al.,
2006) or enriching visual representations via convolutional
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Figure 1. Examples of scene labeling results. From top to bot-
tom: the input images, the segmentation results from (Shuai et al.,
2016), our CRRN segmentation results, and the ground truth.
neural network (Farabet et al., 2013; Long et al., 2015; Pin-
heiro & Collobert, 2014; Zheng et al., 2015). However,
scene labeling problem in the real world needs both infor-
mation of the context dependencies and visual representa-
tion. For example, powerful visual representation is ca-
pable to discriminate a road from a beach; but it may not
effective enough to tell a patch of sand belongs to the side
of a road or to a beach. In such circumstance, the context
presented in the whole scene can show its advantage to de-
scribe them. Indeed, the roles of contextual information
and powerful descriptive visual representation are equally
important in the scene labeling problem.
To effectively address the scene labeling problem, we pro-
pose a novel deep network named Contextual Recurrent
Residual Network (CRRN) that inherits all the merits of
sequence learning information and residual learning in or-
der to simultaneously model long-range contextual infor-
mation and learn powerful visual representation within a
single deep network. Our proposed CRRN deep network
consists of three parts corresponding to sequential input
data, sequential output data and hidden state. Each unit
in hidden state is designed as a combination of two com-
ponents: a context-based component via sequence learning
and a visual-based component via residual learning. That
means, each hidden unit in our proposed CRRN simulta-
neously (1) learns long-range contextual dependencies via
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context-based component. The relationship between the
current unit and the previous units is performed as sequen-
tial information under an undirected cyclic graph (UCG)
and (2) provides powerful encoded visual representation
via residual component which contains blocks of convo-
lution and/or batch normalization layers equipped with an
identity skip connection. Furthermore, unlike previous
scene labeling approaches (Shuai et al., 2015; Fan et al.,
2016; Byeon et al., 2015), our method is not only able to
exploit the long-range context and visual representation but
also formed under a fully-end-to-end trainable system that
effectively leads to the optimal model. In contrast to other
existing deep learning network which are based on pre-
trained models, our fully-end-to-end CRRN is completely
trained from scratch.
2. Related Work
Scene labeling is arguably one of the hardest challenges in
computer vision. It requires the algorithms to have much
more finesse than those that are only required to tackle im-
age scale object recognition for instance. Nonetheless, a lot
of studies have focused on this challenging problem in the
past and have made considerable progress recently. Gener-
ally, scene labeling methods can be divided into three cate-
gories as follows.
Graphical model approaches: In the past, using tradi-
tional vision techniques, scene labeling was approached
from a undirected graphical model paradigm utilizing
markov random fields (MRF) and conditional random
fields (CRF) (Liu et al., 2016; Tighe & Lazebnik, 2010;
Yang et al., 2014). In (Liu et al., 2016), SIFT flow was
utilized as features, whereas as (Tighe & Lazebnik, 2010)
utilized k-nearest neighbors in a retrieval dataset to classify
superpixels. One of the first studies to utilize contextual
information within the MRF framework was (Yang et al.,
2014). Similar efforts have been made for using CRFs on
unary and pairwise image features (Shotton et al., 2006).
Parametric and non-parametric techniques were also com-
bined to model global order dependencies to provide more
information and context (Shuai et al., 2015). Higher order
dependencies were also modeled using a fully connected
graph (Zhang & Chen, 2012; Roy & Todorovic, 2014).
ConvNet-based approaches: In recent years, deep learn-
ing techniques have started to become ubiquitous in scene
labeling. One of the first studies to apply convolutional
neural networks (deep CNNs) to scene labeling was (Fara-
bet et al., 2013), which stacked encompassing windows
from different scales to serve as context. This inspired
other studies in which fully convolutional networks were
used instead (Long et al., 2015) utilizing higher model
complexity. Both these techniques used filter based mod-
els to incorporate context. Recently, recurrent models have
started to gain popularity. For example (Pinheiro & Col-
lobert, 2014), where the image is passed through a CNN
multiple times in sequence i.e. the output of the CNN is
fed into the same CNN again. As an interesting study,
(Zheng et al., 2015) modeled a CRF as a neural network
that is applied iteratively to an input, thereby qualifying
as a recurrent model. Inference is done through conver-
gence of the neural network output to a fixed point. Re-
cently, deep residual networks (ResNets) (He et al., 2016a)
have emerged as a family of extremely deep architectures
showing compelling accuracy and desirable convergence
behaviors. They consist of blocks of convolutional and/or
batch normalization layers equipped with an identity skip
connection. The identity connection helps to address the
vanishing gradient problem and allows the ResNets to ro-
bustly train using standard stochastic gradient descent de-
spite very high model complexity. This enables ResNets
to extract very rich representations of images that perform
exceedingly well in image recognition and object detection
challenges (He et al., 2016b). The extremely deep archi-
tectures in ResNets show compelling accuracy and robust
convergence behaviors and achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on many challenging computer vision tasks on Ima-
geNet (Russakovsky et al., 2014), PASCAL Visual Object
Classes (VOC) Challenge (Everingham et al., 2015) and
Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) (Lin
et al., 2014) competitions. Nonetheless, they are feed for-
ward models that do not explicitly encode contextual infor-
mation and typically cannot be applied to sequence mod-
eling problems. On the other hand, they are able to ef-
fectively learn visual representations but limited to model
long-range context explicitly
Recurrent-based approaches: In recent years, vision data
is being interpreted as sequences leading to the success-
ful application of RNNs (and their variants, e.g. Long-
Short Term Memories (LSTMs), Gated Recurrent Units
(GRUs), etc.,) to vision problems. For instance, (Zuo et al.,
2015) and (Graves, 2012) applied 1-D RNNs and multi-
dimensional RNNs to model contextual dependencies in
object recognition/image classification and offline hand-
writing recognition respectively. 2-D LSTMs instead were
applied to scene parsing (Byeon et al., 2015), Lately, scene
labeling (Shuai et al., 2015), object segmentation (Visin
et al., 2015), have been reformulated as sequence learn-
ing, thereby allowing RNNs to be applied directly. Scene
labeling, in particular, has seen the use of RNNs coupled
with Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to model an image
as a sequence (Shuai et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2016; Byeon
et al., 2015). There have also been a few studies that utilize
RNNs to compute visual representations (Mnih et al., 2014;
Donahue et al., 2015). Clearly, RNN-based approaches are
effective in context modeling but lack the ability to learn
visual representation.
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Figure 2. The proposed CRRN and the unfolding in time of the
computation involved in its forward procedure.
Drawbacks of the current approaches are: (1) The
ConvNet-based approaches model makes use of convolu-
tional filters which allow them to learn the short-range
context of surrounding neighbors designed by these filers.
Therefore they are limited to generalize to long-range con-
texts dependencies. (2) The RNN-based approaches usu-
ally utilize a feature extractor that is independent of the se-
quence modeling framework, in many cases being trained
component wise and not end-to-end (Shuai et al., 2016).
(3) Purely RNN based approaches fail to extract robust vi-
sual features during sequence learning itself. This is due
to simple linear models being used as the recurrent internal
models.
3. Proposed Contextual Recurrent Residual
Networks (CRRN)
This section presents our proposed Contextual Recurrent
Residual Networks (CRRN) for scene labeling problem.
The proposed CRRN architecture is first described in
Sec.3.1. Then, the model learning and the inference are
detailed in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, respectively.
3.1. The Proposed Network Architecture
Our proposed CRRN is designed as a composition of mul-
tiple CRRN units. Each of them consists of input, hidden,
and output units. In the core of each CRRN hidden unit,
two components, i.e. context-based and visual-based com-
ponents, are employed to simultaneously handle two sig-
nificant tasks. The former helps to handle the contextual
knowledge embedding process while the latter tries to in-
crease the robustness of visual representation extracted by
the model. With this structure, one component can bene-
fit from the other and provide more robust output as a re-
sult. On one hand, the powerful visual representation from
the visual-based component allows the model to have bet-
ter descriptors for each local patch and results in the bet-
ter contextual knowledge embeddings. On the other hand,
with better memory contextual dependencies from context-
based component, highly discriminative descriptors can be
extracted. Fig. 2 demonstrates the folding CRRN on the
left and unfolding CRRN in time on the right.
Figure 3. Decomposition of UCG into four DAGs. From left to
right: southeast, southwest, northwest and northeast, where • de-
notes as a vertex
Context – based Component Visual – based Component 
Figure 4. The forward procedure of CRRN at vertex vi of one
CRRN unit with two components corresponding to context infor-
mation modeling and visual representation learning
Moreover, unlike previous approaches that are only able
to capture the short-range context presented in small lo-
cal input patches, our CRRN aims at modeling larger-range
context by utilizing a graph structure over an image. As a
result, the long-range contextual dependencies among dif-
ferent regions of an image can be efficiently modeled and,
therefore, increasing the capability of the entire model.
In particular, given an input image, it is first divided into
N non-overlapping blocks and their interactions are rep-
resented as an undirected cyclic graph (UCG). However,
an UCG is unable to unroll as the forward-backward style
deep model (Shuai et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2016) due to
its loopy structures. Therefore, to address this issue, we
first decompose the UCG into four directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) along southeast, southwest, northwest and north-
east directions as given in Fig. 3. Then the contextual
dependencies presented in each DAG are modeled by our
CRRN. Finally, these information is combined to produce
the final prediction.
Formally, an input image I is first divided into N non-
overlapping blocks {vi}i=1,2,..,N . Each block is then con-
sidered as a vertex in four DAGs G1, G2, G3, G4 corre-
sponding to the four directions. Each DAG is formed as
Gd = {V, E}|4d=1, where V = {vi}i=1,2,..,N , and E =
{eij} is the edge set where each edge eij represents the re-
lationship between vertices vi and vj . For each direction
Gd, let AGd(vi) and SGd(vi) be the predecessor and succes-
sor sets of vi. Depending on the relationships between ver-
tices in Gd, all vertices are organized into a sequence and
fed into the CRRN structure for modeling. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, the i-th CRRN unit takes an input of xvi and the hid-
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Figure 5. An illustration of our proposed CRRN architecture at one direction (southeast)
den state of all vertices in the predecessor setAGd(vi). The
input xvi can be computed as xvi = vec(vi) where vec (·)
is the vectorization operator. The following will detail the
proposed CRRN architecture with two main tasks: (1) the
contextual information embedding via sequence learning,
and (2) the visual representation learning.
3.1.1. CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION EMBEDDING
Starting with one DAG Gd at vertex vi, the contextual re-
lationship between the vertex vi and its predecessor set
AGd(vi) is expressed as a non-linear function over the cur-
rent input xvi and the summation of hidden layers of all its
predecessors in the context-based component as follows:
hˆ
vi
d = fCONTEXT(x
vi ,AGd(vi); θ1)
= φ(Uxvi +
∑
vj∈AGd(vi)
Wh
vj
d + b)
(1)
where hvjd is the hidden state of vertex vj belonging to
predecessor set AGd(vi) of vertex vi in the DAG Gd, hˆ
vi
d
is the intermediate hidden state of vertex vi and θ1 =
{U,W,V,b} is the parameters of context-based com-
ponent representing the connection weights of input-to-
hidden, predecessor-to-hidden and hidden-to-output; and
the hidden bias, respectively. φ (·) is the activation func-
tion, i.e. ReLU function.
3.1.2. VISUAL REPRESENTATION LEARNING
To further extract powerful visual representation as well as
address the vanishing problem during modeling, we em-
ploy the visual-based component with residual learning
technique. Given the intermediate hidden state hˆ
vi
d of the
vertex vi provided by the context-based component, The
representation hvid of each vertex vi is computed as in Eqn.
(2).
hvid = fVISUAL(hˆ
vi
d ; θ2)
= φ(F(hˆvid ) +H(hˆ
vi
d ))
(2)
where F denotes a residual function consisting of a two-
layer convolutional network in residual-network style, i.e
equipped with an residual learning connection as shown in
Fig. 4. This network is a stack of two convolutional layers,
i.e. alternating convolution, batch normalization and ReLU
operations. Meanwhile, H is defined as an identity map-
ping, whereH(hˆvid ) = hˆ
vi
d . θ2 represents the parameters of
the two-layer convolutional network.
The final output from the four DAGs are then combined
using the following Eqn.3
ovi = f(xvi ,AG(vi); θ1, θ2)
=
4∑
d=1
Vhˆd
vi
+ bo
(3)
where V is the hidden-to-output weight matrix, bo is output
bias. The CRRN is then optimized to minimize the negative
log-likelihood over the training data as follows.
θ∗1 , θ
∗
2 = arg min
θ1,θ2
L(θ1, θ1) (4)
L(θ1, θ1) = − 1
n
∑
vi∈G
∑
j
log p(lvij |xvi ; θ1, θ2)
p(lvij |xvi ; θ1, θ2) =
e
f
l
vi
j
(xvi ,AG(vi);θ1,θ2)∑C
c=1 e
fc(xvi ,AG(vi);θ1,θ2)
(5)
where C is the number of classes; n is the number of im-
ages; lvij is the correct label of j-th pixel in block vi; and
flvij
(xvi ,AG(vi); θ1, θ2) = ovij .
3.2. Model Learning
The optimal parameters can be obtained with the Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm given by
θ1 ← θ1 − λ ∂L
∂θ1
; θ2 ← θ2 − λ ∂L
∂θ2
(6)
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where λ denotes the learning rate. The derivatives are
computed in the backward pass procedure is processed in
the reverse order of forward propagation sequence as illus-
trated in Fig.6. Instead of looking at predecessor AGd(vi)
in the forward pass, we are now taking a look at suc-
cessor SGd(vi). It is clear that the backpropagation er-
ror at the intermediate hidden layer dhˆ
vi
d comes from two
sources: one from output ∂o
vi
d
∂hˆvid
and the other one from hid-
den layer ∂h
vi
d
∂hˆvid
whereas the backpropagation error at hid-
den layer dhvid comes from its successor set SGd(vi). i.e,∑
vk∈SGd(vi)
∂ovkd
∂hˆvkd
∂hˆvkd
∂hvid
. To make it simple and general, we
would like to express the parameters in a form without sub-
script d. For example we will use hvi instead of hvid . The
derivative with respect to the model parameters {ovi , hˆvi ,
hvi , V, U, W} can be computed as follows.
dovi =
∂L
∂ovi
dhˆ
vi
=
∂L
∂ovi
∂ovi
∂hˆ
vi +
(
∂hvi
∂hˆ
vi
)T
dhvi
= VT dovi +
(
∂hvi
∂hˆ
vi
)T
dhvi
dhvi =
∑
vk∈SGd(vi)
WT
∂L
∂hˆ
vk
∂hˆ
vk
∂hvi
◦ φ′(hˆvi)
=
∑
vk∈SGd(vi)
WT dhˆ
vk ◦ φ′(hˆvi)
∇V = ∂L
∂ovi
∂ovi
∂V
= dovi
(
hˆ
vi
)T
∇U = ∂L
∂ovi
∂ovi
∂hˆ
vi
∂hˆ
vi
∂U
= dhˆ
vi ◦ φ′(hˆvi) (xvi)T
∇W = ∂L
∂ovi
∂ovi
∂hˆ
vi
∂hˆ
vi
∂W
=
∑
vj∈SdG(vi)
dhˆ
vj ◦ φ′(hˆvj )
(
hˆ
vi
)T
(7)
where ◦ represents the Hadamard product.
3.3. Inference
Given a testing image I, we first divide I into N blocks vi,
i = 1...N . These blocks are then fed into four DAGs. The
inference process of each pixel j in block vi can be per-
formed by finding the class label that maximizes the condi-
tional probability given by
lvi∗j = argmaxc p(c|x
vi ; θ1, θ2) (8)
Finally, the prediction maps of all vi are concatenated
based on the location of block vi in I for the final predic-
… …
Figure 6. The backward procedure of CRRN at vertex vi
tion map. Fig. 5 illustrates the inference process of CRRN
at one direction (southeast) as an example.
4. Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
CRRN using four challenging and popular scene image la-
beling datasets, i.e. SiftFlow (Liu et al., 2009), CamVid
(Brostow et al., 2008), Stanford Background (Gould et al.,
2009) and SUN (Xiao et al., 2010).
4.1. Datasets and Measurements
SiftFlow Dataset (Liu et al., 2009) contains 2,688 images
captured from 8 typical outdoor scenes, i.e. coast, forest,
highway, inside city, mountain, open country, street, tall
building. Each image is 256× 256 and labeled with 33 se-
mantic classes (ignore the background). To run the experi-
ment, the dataset is separated into 2 subsets corresponding
to 2,488 images for training and the rest for testing as in
(Shuai et al., 2016).
CamVid Dataset (Brostow et al., 2008) is a road scene
dataset which contains 701 high-resolution images of 4
driving videos captured at both day and dusk modes (Bros-
tow et al., 2009). Each image is 960x720 and is labeled
with 32 semantic classes. We follow the usual split proto-
col as given in (Tighe & Lazebnik, 2013) with 468 images
for training and the rest for testing.
Stanford Background Dataset (Gould et al., 2009) con-
tains 715 images annotated with 8 semantic classes. The
dataset is randomly partitioned into 80% (572 images) for
training and the rest (143 images) for testing with 5-fold
cross validation.
SUN Dataset (Xiao et al., 2010) contains 16,873 images
annotated with 3,819 semantic object categories. However,
the numbers of images per category are highly unbalanced.
Therefore, we choose the most common 33 categories for
evaluation. The chosen dataset with these categories con-
tains 6,433 images and is randomly partitioned into two
subsets corresponding to 5,798 images for training and the
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Figure 7. Comparison between our CRRN and (Shuai et al., 2016)
in term of contextual dependencies learning. In each row, there
are four images: input image (first column), the prediction label-
ing map of (Shuai et al., 2016) (second column), the contextual
labeling map extracted from our CRRN (third column) and the
ground truth labels. (Best viewed in color.)
rest for testing.
Measurements It has become common practice to report
results using two metrics, namely, per-pixel accuracy (PA)
and average per-class accuracy (CA). The first metric, i.e.
PA =
∑
i nii/
∑
i ti, is defined as the fraction of the num-
ber of pixels classified rightly over the number of pix-
els to be classified in total whereas the latter metric, i.e.
CA = (1/C)
∑
i(nii/ti), is defined as the average of per-
pixel accuracy of all the classes existing in the dataset. nij
is the number of pixels of class i that were predicted to be
class j, C is total number of classes and ti =
∑
j nij is the
total number of pixels of class i.
4.2. Implementation Details
In this section, the implementation of our proposed model
is discussed in details. The model is implemented in
TensorFlow environment and runs in a machine of Core
i7-6700 @3.4GHz CPU, 64.00 GB RAM and a single
NVIDIA GTX Titan X GPU. In order to train the CRRN,
each image in the training data is first divided into 64 (=
8× 8) blocks. Next, these blocks are reorganized into four
sequences based on their relationships in the four DAGs.
Each block is vectorized and used as the input for the
CRRN unit. Our CRRN architecture is then employed to si-
multaneously model the contextual dependencies between
blocks in different directions as well as extract their com-
pact and rich representation. The dimensionality of the hid-
den layer is set to 256 in the recurrent component and re-
shaped to 16× 16 before going through the residual learn-
Table 1. Quantitative results and comparisons against non-fine-
tuned models 2D-LSTM (Byeon et al., 2015), Recurrent CNN
(Pinheiro & Collobert, 2014), Multi-scale Convnet (Farabet
et al., 2013), Multi-CNN - rCPN (Sharma et al., 2014), Scene
Graph Structure (Souly & Shah, 2016), CNN-65-DAG-RNN
(Shuai et al., 2016), Sample&Filter + MRF (Najafi et al., 2016),
Multi-scale RCNN (Liang et al., 2015) on Siftflow dataset.
METHOD PA CA
2D-LSTM 70.1% 20.9%
Recurrent CNN 77.7% 29.8%
Multi-scale Convnet 78.5% 29.4%
Multi-CNN - rCPN 79.6% 33.6%
Scene Graph Structure 80.6% 45.8%
CNN-65-DAG-RNN 81.1% 48.1%
Sample&Filter + MRF 83.1% 44.3%
Multi-scale RCNN 83.5% 35.8%
Our CRRN 84.7% 61.0%
Table 2. Quantitative results and comparisons against non-
fine-tuned models Neural Decision Forests(Rota Bulo &
Kontschieder, 2014), SVM+MRF(Tighe & Lazebnik, 2013) on
CamVid dataset.
METHOD PA CA
Neural Decision Forests 82.1% 56.1%
SVM+MRF 83.9% 62.5%
Our CRRN 84.4% 54.8%
ing component. From our preliminary results, hidden lay-
ers with smaller number of hidden units are not powerful
enough to capture both contextual information and visual
representation in four DCGs. The optimal parameter values
of the whole network are obtained via a stochastic gradient
descent procedure with forward and backward passes. The
learning rate is initialized to be 10−3, and decays with the
rate of 0.95 after 30 epochs. The whole model takes about
12.7 hours to train. For inference process, CRRN takes
0.058 second/image.
4.3. Scene Labeling Results
In order to make a fair comparison between our proposed
CRRN and other state-of-the-art models, we divide the
models into two groups: the ones trained using the bench-
mark datasets only; and the ones fine-tuned from other
models which are trained over the large-scale datasets (i.e.
ImageNet) or made used of deep network (i.e. VGG-
verydeep-16) as their feature extractor. Our CRRN falls
into the first group where no pre-trained model is used.
Comparing to the methods in the first group, the quantita-
tive results of our approach with three benchmark datasets
namely, Siftflow, Camvid, Stanford and SUN are reported
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Figure 8. Examples of labeling results on SiftFlow dataset. Each column has three images: the input image (first row), its ground truth
labels (second row) and our CRRN prediction labels (third row), respectively. (Best viewed in color.)
Table 3. Quantitative results and comparisons against non-fine-
tuned models 2D-LSTM (Byeon et al., 2015), Recurrent CNN
(Pinheiro & Collobert, 2014), Multi-scale Convnet (Farabet
et al., 2013), Multi-scale RCNN (Liang et al., 2015), Scene
Graph Structure (Souly & Shah, 2016) on Stanford-background
Dataset
METHOD PA CA
2D-LSTM 78.6% 68.8%
Recurrent CNN 80.2% 69.9%
Multi-scale Convnet 81.4% 76.0%
Multi-scale RCNN 83.1% 74.8%
Scene Graph Structure 84.6% 77.3%
Our CRRN 85.23% 75.2%
in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The empirical re-
sults on three datasets show that our performance on both
PA and CA scores are higher than state-of-the-art meth-
ods on larger dataset while giving quite competitive results
on the smaller dataset. On larger Siftflow when we have
big enough data for training, our proposed CRNN outper-
forms all other models in terms of both PA and CA scores.
Our CA is 61.0% and PA is 84.0% compared to the next
highest CA score of 48.1% (Shuai et al., 2016) and PA
score of 83.5% (Liang et al., 2015) as shown in Tables 1.
On the small dataset, take Camvid as an instance, when
we just have about 468 images for training, our PA is still
about 0.5% higher than the state-of-the-art method (Tighe
& Lazebnik, 2013). On larger scale dataset such as SUN,
our CRRN also achieves 1.41% higher than FCNN (Long
et al., 2015) in term of PA score.
Figure 7 illustrates the advantages of our CRRN in term of
modeling the contextual dependency presented in the im-
age. Comparing to (Shuai et al., 2016), besides the local
consistency between neighborhood regions, their semantic
Table 4. Quantitative results and comparisons against non-fine-
tuned models CNN-65-DAG-RNN (Shuai et al., 2016), FCNN
(Long et al., 2015) on SUN dataset.
METHOD PA CA
CNN-65-DAG-RNN 71.51% 54.57%
FCNN 77.2% 62.03%
Our CRRN 78.61% 59.9%
Table 5. Quantitative results and comparisons against CNN -
Global Context (Shuai et al., 2015), FCNN (Long et al., 2015),
VGG-conv5-DAG-RNN (Shuai et al., 2016) with fine-tuned mod-
els on Siftflow dataset.
METHOD PA CA
CNN - Global Context 80.1% 39.7%
FCNN 85.2% 51.7%
VGG-conv5-DAG-RNN 85.3% 55.7%
Our CRRN 84.7% 61.0%
coherence is better enhanced in our CRRN. For example,
after training, our CRRN can capture the contextual knowl-
edge such as the ‘building’ is not likely to appear in the
’sea’ (i.e. the first case) or the ’desert’ is not usually cov-
ered by the ’field’ (i.e. the second case). As a result, while
(Shuai et al., 2016) still has the problem of misclassifica-
tion in its predictions, smoother and better labeling maps
can be produced by our model. Our qualitative results on
the datasets are further demonstrated in Figures 8, 9 and
10. As visualization, there exist many false positive cases
where pixels are classified as unlabeled while they truly
belongs to labeled classes. In such cases, our CRRN per-
forms well to category the false positive pixels. Thank to
the ability of simultaneously learning rich visual represen-
tation and modeling the context information, our model has
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Sky building Pole Road Pavement Tree Sign Fence Car Pedestrian Bicyclist Unlabeled
Figure 9. Examples of labeling results on CamVid dataset. Each column has three images: the input image (first row), its ground truth
labels (second row) and our CRRN prediction labels (third row), respectively. (Best viewed in color.)
Bridge Building Bus Car Crosswalk Field Grass Mountain Person
Road Sand Sea Sidewalk Sky StaircaseTree Window Unlabeled
Figure 10. Examples of labeling results on SUN dataset. Each column has three images: the input image (first row), its ground truth
labels (second row) and our CRRN prediction labels (third row), respectively. (Best viewed in color.)
better memory of contextual dependency and gives higher
discriminative descriptors for each local patch
Furthermore, we also compare our CRRN with other fine-
tuned methods on SiftFlow as shown in Table 5. In this
group, most existing fine-tune methods (Shuai et al., 2015;
Long et al., 2015; Shuai et al., 2016) are trained on large-
scale data and make use of powerful feature extractor while
our CRRN is a non fine-tune model and trained on Siftflow
only. From these results, one can see that our CRRN model
archives the best CA score (61.0%) compared to the state-
of-the-art (55.7%) (Shuai et al., 2016) while giving a com-
petitive PA score. We believe that given enough data, our
CRRN performance can be boosted and is competitive to
these models. We leave this as future work.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel Contextual Recurrent Resid-
ual Networks (CRRN) approach, which is able to simul-
taneously model the long-range context dependencies and
learn rich visual representation. The proposed CRRN is de-
signed as a fully end-to-end deep learning framework and
is able to make use the advantages of both sequence model-
ing and residual learning techniques. Our CRRN network
contains three parts corresponding to sequential input data,
sequential output data and hidden CRRN unit. Each hidden
CRRN unit has two main components: context-based com-
ponent to model the context dependencies and visual-based
component to learn the visual representation. Our proposed
end-to-end CRRN is completely trained from scratch, with-
out using any pre-trained models in contrast to most ex-
isting methods usually fine-tuned from the state-of-the-art
pre-trained models, e.g. VGG-16, ResNet, etc. The exper-
iments are conducted on four challenging scene labeling
Deep Contextual Recurrent Residual Networks for Scene Labeling
datasets, i.e. SiftFlow, CamVid, Stanford background and
SUN datasets, and compared against various state-of-the-
art scene labeling methods.
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